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After founding TRUCK furniture nearly two decades ago, Tok and  
Hiromi Kise dreamed of creating an integrated space that combined their 
home, workshop and storefront into a single property. Thirteen years  
later, they made the move to a site in Osaka’s Asahi ward that does all that  
and more: It accommodates their workshop, the store that sells their 
furniture, Hiromi’s handmade leather goods shop called Atelier  
Shirokumasha, Bird Coffee (a café they opened so customers could relax 
with an espresso while shopping) and the house they live in with their 
young daughter, Hina. “We’d previously rented an array of separate  
buildings that were rather spread out from each other, so we wanted 
to gather them together into one cohesive connected unit,” Tok says. 
After living in rather cramped quarters above their workshop in the  
Tamatsukuri neighborhood, it was a relief to relocate to an area where  
their family could live comfortably. Having these spaces in such close  
proximity allows the couple to transition between them with relative 
ease several times a day. “I give our cats and dogs breakfast first thing in  

the morning and then wander out into our beautiful garden to feed the 
birds,” he says. “I spend the rest of my day going back and forth between 
the store, workshop and Bird Coffee. I don’t particularly separate work 
and rest, but it works for me.” As Tok and Hiromi’s busy schedules leave 
little time for cooking in the middle of the day, they often drop by Bird 
Coffee for a quick bite to eat and to catch up with each other over lunch. 
Tok enjoys spending his evenings relaxing with a beer or playing with the 
family’s pets: Most of their five dogs and eight cats were adopted. “We 
kept finding newborn kittens just lying on the side of the street and end-
ed up taking most of them in, so thankfully none of us have any allergies,” 
he says, laughing. Constructing this property was a labor of love that the 
pair feels was entirely worthwhile: They’ve even published a book titled 
TRUCK Nest that documented their quest to create a place of their own. 
“The book is a record of the hard work, dedication and inspiration we 
put into envisioning this space,” he says. “We longed for a space like this, 
and we made it a reality.” 
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Above Right: Tok and Hiromi enjoy relaxing in their outdoor 
patio area over coffee in the morning or a glass of wine after 
work. He uses wood scraps from his workshop for the barbecue 
grill and wood-burning oven. 

Following Page: Tok’s friend and textile designer Akiko  
Takahashi made these sitting figurines out of clay and fabric. 
The boots on the left are from Australian brand Rossi Boots and 
are Tok’s favorite pair of shoes. 
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